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Abstract—Femtocells are emerging as a key technology to improve coverage and network capacity in indoor environments. When
femtocells use different frequency bands than macrocells (i.e., split-spectrum approach), femto-to-femto interference remains the major
issue. In particular, congestion cases in which femtocell demands exceed the available resources raise several challenging questions:
how much a femtocell can demand? how much it can obtain? and how this shall depend on the interference with its neighbors?
Strategic interference management between femtocells via power control and resource allocation mechanisms is needed to avoid
performance degradation during congestion cases. In this paper, we model the resource and power allocation problem as an operations
research game, where imputations are deduced from cooperative game theory, namely the Shapley value and the Nucleolus, using
utility components results of partial optimizations. Based on these evaluations, users’ demands are first rescaled to strategically justified
values. Then, a power-level and throughput optimization using the rescaled demands is conducted. The performance of the developed
solutions is analyzed and extensive simulation results are presented to illustrate their potential advantages. In particular, we show that
the Shapley value solution with power control offers the overall best performance in terms of throughput, fairness, spectrum spatial
reuse, and transmit power, with a slightly higher time complexity compared to alternative solutions.

Index Terms—Femtocell networks, resource allocation, power control, Nucleolus, Shapley value, Operations Research Game.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

F EMTOCELLS have recently emerged as a promis-
ing technology to enable broadband connectivity

in mobile access networks. Instead of redimensioning
macrocells at the base station level, the modular instal-
lation of low-cost and low-power user-deployed units
can provide multiple benefits. Indeed, it is expected
that femtocells will enhance coverage indoors, deliver
higher throughputs and off-load traffic from existing
macro-cellular networks [2]. However, the deployment
of Femtocell Access Points (FAPs) raises several technical
issues among which interference management remains
the most challenging. Interferences can occur with the
macrocells as well as with neighboring FAPs, especially
in suburban and urban environments.

Under certain design choices, crosslayer interference
with the macrocell is manageable (by adopting a split-
spectrum approach as in [8]–[12], [16]–[19], [40], [41]),
while co-layer interference among FAPs requires collab-
oration among neighboring cells. We can refer to this
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as collaborative femtocell networks since coordination
or cooperation mechanisms are needed between inde-
pendent femtocells to manage reciprocal interferences,
power levels and resource allocation. The independence
of FAPs resides in the fact that the installation of a
FAP for residential or enterprise usage is expected to
be subject to separate billing, while the opportunistic
behavior can be motivated by the attempt of each FAP to
satisfy its users, by acquiring the maximum number of
resources with maximum power. Therefore, inter-femto
resource and power allocation needs to be managed
via collaborative approaches that have as motivation
the performance improvement for all the participating
FAPs. Instead of unilaterally competing to access the
radio resources, dissipating energy to provide higher
speed communication to users, FAPs can cooperate un-
der binding agreements in order to reduce interferences
in a strategically acceptable way.

This scenario raises a number of strategic questions:
how much a femtocell can demand? how much it can
obtain? and how this shall depend on the interference
with its neighbors?

To answer these questions, we propose a game-
theoretic approach for strategic resource and power
allocation in collaborative femtocell networks. This is
especially needed in urban environments, with a high
density of FAPs, and where femtocells have different
levels of interference and resource demands, and the
overall demand exceeds the available bandwidth. We
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formulate the problem as an operations research (OR)
game in which the FAPs are modeled as players evaluat-
ing strategic coalitions between them, so as to find power
levels that maximize users’ throughput and control inter-
ference. Based on these evaluations, users’ demands are
rescaled to strategically justified values. Finally, a power-
level and throughput optimization using the rescaled
demands is conducted. We evaluate game imputations
based on two possible cooperative game theory meth-
ods, the Shapley value [3] and the Nucleolus [4]. The
performance of the developed solutions is analyzed and
extensive simulation results are presented to illustrate
their potential advantages. In particular, we show that
the Shapley value solution with power control offers
the overall best performance in terms of throughput,
fairness, spectrum spatial reuse, and transmit power,
with a slightly higher time complexity compared to
alternative solutions.

In summary, our key contributions are the following:
• We formulate the resource and power allocation

(RPA) problem in femtocell networks as a Mixed
Integer Linear Program (MILP).

• We tackle the problem of co-tier interference using
a cooperative game theoretic approach, by formu-
lating a coalitional game in which FAPs are the
players. According to existing literature [5], we refer
to the game as an OR game because the worth
v(S) of a given coalition S is obtained by solving
an Operation Research problem (i.e., the formulated
MILP problem).

• We compare our approach with several existing
solutions and discuss the associated gains.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents an overview of related works. In Sec-
tion 3, we describe the context of our work and formulate
the problem as an OR game approach. Section 4 presents
our proposed game-theoretic approach, followed by a
discussion of simulation results in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Interference management using power control has been
extensively studied in the literature. [6], [7] are seminal
works in this field. The general objective is the computa-
tion of efficient resource and transmit power allocation,
while accounting for wireless node interference. In the
following, we discuss a selection of relevant approaches
in femtocell networks: centralized ones, distributed ones,
semi-centralized or hybrid ones and game theoretical
ones.

2.1 Centralized, distributed and hybrid approaches
In the context of femtocell networks, some existing
works [8]–[12] investigated the resource management
using dynamic policies for frequency assignment. How-
ever, to achieve efficient resource allocation and spatial

reuse, power control strategies need to be applied as
well.

To this end, authors in [13] proposed a decentralized
strategy to allocate Resource Blocks (RBs) and regulate
femtocell’s transmit powers depending on their distance
from the underlying macrocell. In this case, distance
information should be exchanged between femtocells
and macrocells to calculate the minimum and maximum
power allowed for transmission.

In [14], authors provide a link quality protection algo-
rithm in two-tier femtocell networks. They progressively
reduce the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
targets at strong femtocell interferers when a cellular
user is unable to meet its SINR target. First, the radio
link quality for a cellular user is determined with a set of
N transmitting femtocells having different SINR targets.
Then, femtocell data rates are determined when users
perform utility-based SINR adaptation; providing link
quality protection to an active cellular user may necessi-
tate femtocells to deliberately lower their SINR targets.
The main problem here is that achieving higher SINR
targets in one tier limits the highest SINRs obtainable in
the other tier because of near-far effects caused by the
asymmetric positions of interfering users with respect to
nearby base stations.

Authors in [15] study the power loading and resource
allocation problem. They propose a water filling algo-
rithm to mitigate interference from femtocells toward
macrocells, but give higher priority to macrocells, which
may results in a fairness problem and a femto user
service degradation, especially with the increasing num-
ber of indoor femtocell users and their high bandwidth
demand.

Authors in [16] propose an inter-cell interference co-
ordination scheme to alleviate and prevent excessive
interference, especially for cell-edge users. The scheme
consists of two separate algorithms; one is located at the
FAP, the other at a central controller. In the first step,
users send channel state information (CSI) to their serv-
ing FAP indicating information on the most dominant
interference. Then, based on the channel condition and
the users demand, the FAP prepares a utility matrix and
iteratively applies the Hungarian algorithm to find RBs
restriction requests for each of its interfering neighbors.
This restriction request list is then forwarded to the
central entity, which resolves the conflicting requests
and sends back to each scheduler the list of RBs to
be restricted. This process is reiterated each predefined
time interval. This centralized approach can be counter-
productive since it does not take into account indepen-
dent and autonomous FAPs assumptions.

In [17], [18], authors propose a decentralized model
for the allocation of a modulation and coding scheme
(MCS), subchannels, and transmit power to femto users.
The resolution algorithm is divided into two subprob-
lems, where RBs are assigned so as to minimize the sum
of transmit power using a network simplex algorithm on
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a chosen MCS. This approach provides a notable running
time improvement over the centralized one. However, it
comes at the expense of a loss in solution quality.

A hybrid centralized/distributed approach is pro-
posed in [19], in which the authors exploit cooperation
among neighboring femtocells and improve resource
allocation and throughput satisfaction via power opti-
mization. First, femtocells are grouped in a distributed
fashion into disjoint clusters with respect to interference
maps. Then, within each cluster, a joint resource and
power allocation is centralized at a cluster-head that
periodically optimizes the throughput satisfaction.

The above-described approaches do not take into ac-
count the assumption of independent and autonomous
network nodes, which may lead to counter-productive
results in the framework of our work.

2.2 Game-theoretic approaches

Recently, there has been significant interest in applying
game theory to the analysis of collaborative communi-
cation networks, with the aim to identify rational strate-
gic solutions for multiple decision-maker situations. As
opposed to mono-decision maker problems, which can
be solved with centralized approaches, game-theoretic
solutions adopt a multi-agent approach to account for
different objective functions and/or counter objections to
rationally non justified solutions [20]. When the collab-
oration among network agents does not imply binding
agreements and need just coordination, non-cooperative
game theory can identify strategic solutions as a function
of various types of game equilibria [21]. Some proposals
in this direction are [22]–[26], where each user chooses
its own transmit power level and attempts to maximize
its utility function. The proposed games settle at a stable
and predictable state, called the Nash equilibrium (NE),
at which no user has any incentive to unilaterally change
its power level. For femtocell networks, power control
games are also formulated and analyzed in [27]–[31]. Al-
though the achieved NE gives a steady operating point,
it is not guaranteed to be Pareto-efficient. A number of
pricing schemes are adopted in [32]–[36] to improve the
efficiency of the NE.

When instead binding agreements are required to
motivate cooperation, cooperative game theory allows
solutions with the desirable properties of efficiency and
rationality [37]. Specifically, authors in [38] show how
node cooperation can improve system performance; in
particular, they study the effectiveness of transmitter and
receiver cooperation, in wireless networks, from a coali-
tional game theory perspective. Similarly, the authors
in [39] study the spectrum sharing problem in wireless
networks as a dynamic coalition formation game in
which interferer wireless links self-organize to reach
stable coalition structures. Our previous work in [40]
presents a game theoretic approach for resource alloca-
tion in cooperative femtocell networks. In this approach,

resource allocation is modeled as a Bankruptcy game
between interferer femtocells. However, it does not take
into account transmit power allocation on the selected
RBs. Furthermore, authors in [41] model the femtocell
spectrum sharing problem as a coalitional game in parti-
tion function form using an utility function that captures
the costs in terms of transmit power. This approach
enables femtocells to form partitions inside which co-tier
interference is suppressed using interference alignment.
However, it does not take into account users’ cheating
behavior (i.e., users demand more resources than what
they really need) since FAPs could end up with higher
allocations if they claim higher demand.

Adopting the same femtocell cooperation assumptions
and requirements as in [40], in this paper, we model the
OFDMA resource and power allocation problem in fem-
tocell networks as a cooperative game. However, rather
than partitioning the femtocell network topology in dis-
joint clusters as in [19] and [41], we allow femtocells to
negotiate both resources and transmit powers in multiple
femtocell groups, where groups are locally detected as
function of interferer femtocell neighbors. Hence, we
target a solution in which the joint resource and transmit
power allocation is periodically pre-computed based on
changing femtocell resource demands and interference
maps. In particular, we consider dense environment
situations in which the overall demands is quite often
higher than the available resources. As detailed in the
following, we investigate two solution concepts: the
well-known Shapley value [3] (already adopted in a
variety of situations in networking such as inter-domain
routing [42] and network security [43]); and the less-
known Nucleolus [4] (used, for instance, in strategic
transmission computation [44] [45]).

3 CONTEXT AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider an OFDMA (e.g., LTE) femtocell’s network
consisting of several FAPs representing residential or
enterprise networks. In such system, the frame structure
relies on time-frequency RBs, also called tiles1. In our
study, we focus on co-layer interference mitigation as
in [8]–[11], [16]–[19], [40], [41], and we study the case of
downlink communications. Each FAP serves a number of
users. User demands represent the required bandwidth
(TP req

u ), then expressed in number of required tiles (dnu),
as follows.

dnu = d TP
req
u

ψ · effu
e (1)

Where ψ = (SCofdm · SYofdm)/Tsubframe is a fixed
parameter that depends on the network configuration,
SCofdm and SYofdm are the numbers of subcarriers
and symbols per tile, respectively, and Tsubframe is the
frame duration in time units. In LTE specification [46],
SCofdm = 12, SYofdm = 7, and Tsubframe = 0.5 ms. The

1. A tile is the smallest unit of resource that can be assigned to a
user and corresponds to 0.5 ms and 180 KHz frequency band.
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parameter effu is the efficiency (bits/symbol) of the
used modulation and coding scheme.

As already mentioned, in urban dense environment,
we expect that the overall demand of femtocells is often
higher than the available resources. Therefore, our objec-
tive is to find, for such congestion situations, a strategic
resource and power allocation that satisfies throughput
expectations while controlling the interference between
femto-femto users. In the following, we first present
notations used in our analysis, then we present the cor-
responding (mono decision-maker) optimization prob-
lem, and finally describe our Operations Research game
modeling along with the possible imputation schemes in
cooperative game theory.

3.1 Notations
• F = {F1, ..., FN} is the set of FAPs, where N is the

total number of femtocells deployed in the network.
• In denotes the interference set of Fn ∈ F , which

corresponds to the set of femtocells composed of
Fn and the femtocells causing interference to users
attached to Fn. Note that interference is not sym-
metric since it depends on user positions.

• Un is the set of users attached to the FAP Fn.
• dnu denotes the demand of user u ∈ Un.
• Dn =

∑
u∈Un

dnu denotes the demand of the FAP Fn.

• K = {1, ...,K} is the set of available tiles.
• ∆k

n,u is the binary resource allocation variable for
user u ∈ Un, which is set to 1 if the tile k is used,
and 0 otherwise.

• P k
n,u is the transmit power allocated from FAP Fn

to its user u on tile k, where P k
n,u ≥ Pmin if the tile

k is used by user u, or P k
n,u = 0 otherwise.

• Pmin is the minimum required transmit power per
tile for a successful transmission.

• Pmax is the total power constraint per FAP.
• Γu,k is the required SINR for user u on tile k.

3.2 Related Optimization Problem
For the sake of comparison with common resource
and power allocation (RPA) approaches, between non-
independent femtocell networks, let us first show how
RPA could be formulated as a mono decision-maker op-
timization problem, i.e., a Mixed Integer Linear Program
(MILP) as in the QP-FCRA approach [19] mentioned in
Section 2.

If femtocells are not independent, a centralized node
(i.e., the cluster-head in the case of QP-FCRA) may solve
the RPA problem as shown in the following Problem 1.

In this problem, pl(u, n) denotes the path loss between
user u and its FAP Fn, wu,k =

∑
m 6=n

P k
m,u′/pl(u,m) repre-

sents the interference suffered by user u on the tile k,
and σ is the noise density. Note that in our case, the
path loss is modeled based on A1-type generalized path

Problem 1 RPA problem formulation

min
∑

Fn∈F

∑
u∈Un

K∑
k=1

α P k
n,u − (1− α)∆k

n,u

subject to:

(a) ∀k, ∀Fn ∈ F , ∀u ∈ Un :

P k
n,u ≥ Γu,k × pl(u, n)× (

∑
m 6=n

P k
m,u′/pl(u,m) + σ2)

−(1−∆k
n,u)×M × Pmax.

(b) ∀k, ∀Fn ∈ F , ∀ u, v ∈ Un : ∆k
n,u + ∆k

n,v ≤ 1

(c) ∀Fn ∈ F , ∀u ∈ Un :

K∑
k=1

∆k
n,u ≤ dnu

(d) ∀Fn ∈ F :
∑
u∈Un

K∑
k=1

P k
n,u ≤ Pmax

(e) ∀k, ∀Fn ∈ F , ∀u ∈ Un : P k
n,u ≥ ∆k

n,u × Pmin

(f) ∀k, ∀Fn ∈ F , ∀u ∈ Un : ∆k
n,u ∈ {0, 1}

loss models in the frequency range 2−6 GHz developed
in WINNER [47].

Condition (a) denotes that the transmit power on tile k
should guarantee the required SINR. The second term on
the right hand of the inequality ensures that P k

n,u = 0 if
∆k

n,u = 0, where M is a carefully chosen very high value.
If the tile is in use (∆k

n,u = 1), then the second part of the
inequality turns to zero and the P k

n,u gets the required
value. Condition (b) ensures that two users attached to
the same FAP cannot use the same tile. Condition (c)
indicates that a user can not obtain more than what
he demands. Conditions (d) and (e) refer to the power
constraints, and finally condition (f) indicates that ∆k

n,u

is a binary variable.
Later, we compare our proposal to such semi-

centralized QP-FCRA solution [19], and to a totally
distributed approach, as in DRAPM [17], as well as to the
legacy cooperative game without variable transmission
power levels [40], arising the interest in developing
strategic approaches to solve the RPA problem. It is
worth noting that QP-FCRA is used as baseline for com-
parison since Problem 1 is NP-hard, hence a complete
centralized solution is not possible.

3.3 Operations Research Game Modeling

As mentioned earlier, in urban environments, a dense
deployment of femtocells is expected, so that situations
in which the overall resource claim (i.e., sum of the
demands) overcomes the amount of available tiles (K)
in the shared spectrum. In such situations, we cannot
ensure that the resource assignment (i.e., tiles as well
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as the corresponding transmit power allocation), while
resolving the above RPA problem in a totally distributed
fashion (as in [17], [18]), or in a centralized fashion (as
in [19]), is strategically done, and that users are faithfully
and equally treated. More clearly, distributed approaches
exclude any form of coordination and would favor op-
portunistic and cheating behaviors that other FAPs can
not control (e.g., femtocell claims higher demands than
what is really needed). On the other hand, centralized
approaches risk to generate enormous signaling for large
interference sets (likely in dense environments).

This suggests to resolve the RPA problem via collabo-
ration among neighboring femtocells, under an adequate
binding agreement fixing common rules on shared infor-
mation and allocation scheme.

Assuming that femtocells belonging to the same inter-
ference set, share information about respective demands,
the interaction can be modeled as a cooperative game
with transferable utility (TU). The choice of the game
characteristic function, representing the profit attributed
to each coalition of players in a canonical coalitional
game, is important. We stay under the assumption that a
coalition S of FAPs, within the same given interference
set In, group apart so as to decide among themselves
how to share the spectrum in the worst-case scenario of
cooperation. That is, they will be able to share all the
available resources (tiles) while FAPs outside S (i.e., the
FAPs in In\S) that do not cooperate use the maximum
allowed power Pmax to satisfy at maximum their users.
This prevents the use of some resources within the given
coalition S.

Hence, ∀S ⊆ In, we define the worth v(S) reflecting
the available resources when FAPs form the coalition S,
as follows.

v(S) = max
(

0, |S| ×K −
∑
Fn∈S

∑
u∈Un

xnu

)
(2)

where the first term (i.e., |S|×K) represents the available
resources that can be reused within the coalition S in
the most favorable case (interference-free scenario). The
second term (i.e.,

∑
xnu =

∑(
dnu−

∑K
k=1 ∆k

n,u

)
) indicates

the resources that are not available for user u due to
the use of the maximum transmit power of neighboring
FAPs outside the coalition S (i.e., worst-case scenario of
cooperation).

Our aim is thus to maximize the worth v(S), which
corresponds to minimize the unavailable resources
(i.e.,

∑
xnu). This is achieved by resolving the above-

mentioned RPA optimization problem (Problem 1),
where F ≡ S.

Since the proposed utility function v(S) is obtained
by resolving an Operation Research problem (i.e., RPA
optimization problem), we call this game as Operations
Research (OR) Game.

It is worth noting that classical utility function, such
as the one used in our previous work in [40], is not
suitable in this context since it does not take into account

the transmit power allocation on the allotted resources
nor users’ cheating behavior (i.e., users demand more
resources than what they really need), as will be shown
in Section 4.

Proposition 3.1. The utility function v(S) in (2) is convex,
and thus satisfies the supermodularity property [3], [48],
stronger than the superadditivity one, which means that the
marginal contribution of a player to a coalition is larger than
its marginal contribution to another smaller coalition:

∀S ⊂ T ⊂ In\{i}, v(T ∪ {i})− v(T ) ≥ v(S ∪ {i})− v(S)
(3)

Proof: First, let us use the following variables:

X(S) =
∑
Fn∈S

∑
u∈Un

xnu and rnu =

K∑
k=1

∆k
n,u. The latter

represents the total resources allocated to user u ∈ Un
after resolving the RPA optimization problem. Let us also
use (*) and (**) notations when the RPA optimization
problem is executed within a coalition S and S ∪ {i},
respectively. v(S ∪ {i})− v(S) can be thus written as:
v(S ∪ {i})− v(S)

= K +X(S)−X(S ∪ {i})
= K +

∑
Fn∈S,u∈Un

rn
∗∗

u −
∑

Fn∈S,u∈Un

rn
∗

u +

+
∑
u∈Ui

(
diu − ri

∗∗

u

)
Hence, v(T ∪ {i})− v(T )−

(
v(S ∪ {i})− v(S)

)
=

∑
Fn∈T\S,u∈Un

(rn
∗∗

u − rn
∗

u )

Note that our aim is to minimize the unavailable
resources within a coalition S (i.e., X(S)), which corre-
sponds to maximize the allocated resources (i.e., rnu). As
the (*) optimization is more constrained than the (**)
optimization, it must hold that rn

∗∗

u ≥ rn∗u . Indeed, rn
∗

u is
obtained after resolving the RPA optimization problem
within the coalition S, assuming all non-cooperative
femtocells (i.e., FAPs outside S including the player
{i}) use their maximum transmit power. Removing the
player {i} from the set of constraints and adding it in the
RPA optimization process aims at reducing its harmful
transmit power (from Pmax to an optimal computed
value P ∗), and hence improve the overall resource al-
location vectors. This concludes the convexity proof.

3.4 Possible imputation schemes
Solutions to cooperative games are essentially qualified
with respect to the satisfaction of rationality constraints,
desirable properties and existence conditions. Namely,
the Core of a game [49] is the set of imputations that
satisfies individual and collective rationality (one or a
coalition gets at least what it would get without coop-
erating), and efficiency (all the resources are allocated).
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As our game is convex, the Core is not empty [3], [48]
and may contain singleton solution that shows interest-
ing properties. Among them, the Shapley value shows
desirable properties in terms of null player, symmetry,
individual fairness, and additivity [3]. It is defined as:

Φi(v) =
∑

S⊆In\{i}

|S|!(|In| − |S| − 1)!

|In|!
[v(S ∪ {i})− v(S)]

(4)
i.e., computed by averaging the marginal contributions
of each FAP in the interference set In in each strategic
situation i.e., (players’ permutation).

Another appealing solution concept, the Nucleolus [4],
which is the imputation that minimizes the worst in-
equity. It is computed by minimizing the largest excess
e(x, S), expressed as:

e(x, S) = v(S)−
∑
j∈S

xj ,∀S ⊆ In (5)

The excess e(x, S) measures the amount by which the
coalition S falls short of its potential v(S) in the re-
source allocation x; the Nucleolus corresponds to the
lexicographic minimum imputation of all possible excess
vectors.

4 PROPOSED GAME THEORETIC APPROACH

The game-theoretic approach we propose is composed of
two main phases: an Interference Set Detection phase,
and an OR Game Iteration phase, as shown in the
flowchart of Fig. 1. Formally, it represents a binding
agreement between cooperating femtocell subscribers.

4.1 Interference Set Detection
Upon each significant change in demands or in network
topology, each femtocell Fn determines the set of inter-
ferer femtocells (denoted by In) that cause interference
to its users based on the minimum required SINR2.
Indeed, each user within the Fn boundary calculates
the ratio of the received signal from Fn to the signals
received from all surrounding/neighboring femtocells.
If this ratio is lower than the minimum required SINR,
then the corresponding neighboring femtocells will be
considered as interferers for Fn, and will belong to In.
FAPs are able to share their interference set with other
FAPs in the network using a common interface such
as the wired backhaul [51]3 or a dedicated wireless
link [41], [52]. Then, the list of interference sets are
sorted, first according to cardinality, and then according
to the overall demand, both in a decreasing manner (i.e.,
first the largest sets with highest overall demand).

It is worth mentioning that the interference set de-
tection phase is performed before the game execution

2. In LTE networks, user feedback reports can include interferer
femtocell identifiers (Physical Cell Identity) [50].

3. In LTE networks, this can be aggregated at, or relayed by, Home-
enhanced Node B (i.e., femtocell) gateways (i.e., HeNB-GW) [51].

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed game theoretic ap-
proach

and is based, as stated earlier, on the channel state
information sent from active users. Note that only FAPs
within the same interference set are able to cooperate.
The cost of cooperation captured by the utility function
v(S) in (2) does not include the cost of information
exchange needed to construct the interference sets since
this operation is common for all studied approaches
(semi-centralized [19], distributed [17], as well as the
legacy cooperative game without variable transmission
power levels [40]) and updated only at each significant
change in demand or in network topology.

4.2 OR Game Iteration
In the second phase, resources as well as transmit powers
are eventually allocated, proceeding with solving the OR
game model presented in Section 3.3 for each interfer-
ence set, and following the order in the sorted list from
the first phase. The rationale behind such an agreement
is that we first solve the most critical situations. Strategi-
cally, in this way we do not penalize FAPs that interfere
less compared to FAPs that interfere more, as well as
FAPs that claim little resources compared to FAPs that
claim a lot.

As shown in Fig. 1, within each interference set, the
OR game start by rescaling the demands of each player
in order to avoid users’ cheating behavior, followed by
a global optimization for both tiles and transmit power
assignment. In the following, we detail these two steps.
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4.2.1 Demands Rescaling
First, within an interference set In, demands of each
FAP are rescaled in order to allocate rational resources to
each player (i.e., the FAPs in In) without exceeding the
available resources and avoid cheating behavior. Indeed,
FAPs could end up with higher allocations if they claim
higher demand. While in non-cooperative game theory,
cheating behaviors are difficult to be realistically taken
into account in the decision-making modeling, we can
manage this problem in our approach by a binding
agreement that fixes the rules of the cooperation.

To do so, the game starts by performing local opti-
mizations within each coalition S ⊆ In using Problem 1
defined above with F ≡ S, and computes the worth
v(S) defined in equation (2). As our game is convex, the
“grand coalition” with all FAPs in In eventually forms.
The sub-coalitions S ⊆ In are thus used to compute how
much they are strategically important within the “grand
coalition”, as a function of position and interference,
and thus to compute the imputation. Next, the Shapley
value [3] and the Nucleolus [4] are applied to divide
the grand coalition’s payoff among its members. The
outcome (denoted by Dn

∗) corresponds to the strategic
resources that each player (i.e., FAP) should have. Each
FAP Fn ∈ In then updates its demands according to
the new computed value: demands are thus rescaled
with values that are strategically justified and rationally
acceptable by all competing femtocells, since they have
been computed while accounting for all possible strate-
gic situations (the sub-coalitions).

It is worth noting that the intermediate transmit power
values obtained after solving the local optimizations for
each coalition S are not the final ones since an agreement
on the allocated resources need to be first determined.

Finally, using the rescaled demands, a global opti-
mization within the whole interference set In will be
performed to assign resources (i.e., tiles) as well as the
final transmit power on each tile to users. This is the aim
of the second step.

4.2.2 Tiles and Transmit Power Assignment
Knowing now the exact amount of resources that each
FAP within the given interference set should have (i.e.,
Dn
∗), a global optimization within In is performed to

assign, for each FAP within In, the dedicated resources
along with the final corresponding transmit power.
To this end, Problem 1 defined above is solved again
such that F ≡ In in this case, and taking as input the
rescaled demands computed in the previous step (i.e.,

dnu
∗ = dnu ×

Dn
∗

Dn
, ∀u ∈ Un and ∀Fn ∈ In).

It is worth noting that the above two steps are repeated
for all interference sets following the order in the sorted
list from the first phase. Since a FAP can belong to many
interfering sets, if it has already participated to a game in
a previous game iteration, it is excluded from the next

TABLE 1
Simulation parameters

Carrier frequency 2 GHz N 200
dnu 1 ∼ 25 tiles K 100
σ2 −121.45 dBm Pmax 20 mW

α 10−3 Pmin 0.1 mW

game iteration in which it appears. However, we note
that its corresponding resources and transmit powers
(computed from the previous game iteration) are taken
into account as potential interferers in the constraint (a)
of Problem 1, which will be solved in the next game
iteration. That is, in Problem 1, P k

m,u′ , which corresponds
to the transmit power of interferer femtocells, is either
equal to Pmax if Fm ∈ In\S and has not yet participated
in a previous game iteration or adjusted to its already
computed value, otherwise.

Note also that the number of possible steps of our
game theoretic approach is finite and bounded by the
number of interference sets detected in the network (i.e.,
size of the sorted list L = {In, n = 1..N}. Hence our
approach converges to a stable allocation strategy with
a complexity of polynomial order.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed OR game approach using two game-theoretic
imputation solutions for demands rescaling, i.e., the
Shapley value and Nucleolus. We compare the benefits
of our approaches with respect to the legacy cooperative
game without variable transmission power levels (i.e.,
Shapley value and Nucleolus with uniformly distributed
power, as in our previous work [40]), as well as the semi-
centralized optimization approach, as in QP-FCRA [19]
and the distributed approach described in DRAPM [17].
Note that the corresponding optimization problems are
solved using the solver “IBM ilog cplex” [53].

We simulated several scenarios with a dense network
size of 200 FAPs where, for each simulation, FAPs are
randomly distributed in a 2-D 400 m × 400 m area. We
considered two interference level scenarios, a low-level
one and a high-level one, based on two SINR thresholds,
10 and 25 dB, to show the impact of the interference
level on the performance metrics. Based on the SINR, the
path loss model of WINNER [47], and with static user
positions; each FAP determines the set of its interferer
femtocells. Users are uniformly distributed within the
FAPs with a maximum number of four users per FAP.
Each user uniformly generates its traffic demand that can
be directly translated to a certain number of tiles, using
the equation (1), with a maximum required bandwidth
TP req

u max = 10 Mbps, corresponding to a maximum
value of 25 tiles per user4. As in [17], [19], the analysis

4. In our simulations, the 16 QAM modulation with a coding rate
of 3/4 is adopted, allowing a bit rate per tile equals to 432 Kbps.
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(a) SINR = 10 dB. (b) SINR = 25 dB.

Fig. 2. Throughput Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF).

is achieved using a typical OFDMA frame (downlink
LTE frame) consisting of K = 100 tiles. This corresponds
to a channel bandwidth of 10 MHz, which is the most
commonly used in practice (i.e., 50 tiles in the frequency
domain) and one subframe of 1 ms in length (i.e., 2
time slots)5. The simulation parameters are reported in
Table 1. We focus on the comparison among the different
strategies based on the offered normalized throughput,
the allocation fairness, the spectrum spatial reuse, as well
as the transmit power and the computation time.

5.1 Throughput analysis
Fig. 2 reports the mean normalized throughput (i.e.,
mean ratio of the number of allocated tiles to the total
initial demands; in the following referred to as through-
put) for the two interference level scenarios. We can
observe that the game-theoretic approaches with power
control (referred to as Shapley PC and Nucleolus PC in
the figure) outperform the other schemes, especially in
high interference level [see Fig. 2(b)]. In particular, we
can observe that:
• The median throughput is always higher for the

Shapley PC in both interference levels. This is
clearly shown in the high interference case, where
it is equal to 0.87 for the Shapley PC, meaning that
50% of femtocells have a throughput of 0.87 or
more, compared to 0.8 for Nucleolus PC, 0.6 for QP-
FCRA, 0.47 for DRAPM, and 0.5 for both Shapley
and Nucleolus with uniformly distributed power
(referred to as Shapley UP and Nucleolus UP in the
figure).

• At high throughputs, our game-theoretic ap-
proaches with power control outperforms the re-
maining schemes; e.g., in the high interference case,
Shapley PC allows 48% of FAPs with throughput

5. According to the LTE specification [46], scheduling is done on
a subframe basis for both the downlink and uplink. Each subframe
consists of two equally sized slots of 0.5 ms in length.

greater than 0.9, compared to 40% for Nucleolus PC,
30% for QP-FCRA, 25% for Nucleolus UP, 20% for
Shapley UP, and only 12% of FAPs for DRAPM.

• Among the game-theoretic approaches, the Shapley
value persistently outperforms the Nucleolus, with
relevant differences at high throughputs.

• At low throughput and low interference level [see
Fig. 2(a)], QP-FCRA, game-theoretic approaches
with uniformly distributed power, and DRAPM of-
fer good performance as they ensure that only 2% of
FAPs obtain a throughput less than 0.1, compared to
10% of FAPs in the case of game-theoretic solutions
with power control.

The latter point can be explained by the fact that, our
approaches strategically allocate low transmit powers for
users, even if they are located at the cell edge, to control
interference. In low interference scenario, this results in
lower throughput compared to the other schemes, which
use higher transmit power. However, such agreement
between FAPs aims at maximizing the throughput for
the majority of femtocells, as shown in Fig. 2(a), where
Shapley PC allows 80% of femtocells with throughput
greater than 0.9, compared to 65%, 52%, and 40% of
femtocells for both Nucleolus PC/UP and QP-FCRA,
Shapley UP, and DRAPM, respectively.

All in all, the Shapley PC seems the most appropri-
ate approach with respect to the offered throughput,
especially in high interference scenario, as in urban
environments with a dense deployment of femtocells.

5.2 Fairness analysis
We evaluate the fairness of the solutions using three
aspects.

(i) The Jain’s fairness index [54], defined as:

FI =

(
N∑

n=1

∑
u∈Un

(βn
u/d

n
u)

)2

/

(
N ×

N∑
n=1

∑
u∈Un

(
βn
u/d

n
u

)2)
(6)
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Fig. 3. Throughput distribution as a function of the interference degree.
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Fig. 4. Throughput distribution as a function of user demands.

TABLE 2
Mean Fairness Indexes

SINR Nucle. PC Shap. PC Nucle. UP Shap. UP QP-FCRA DRAPM

10 dB 0.9129 0.9318 0.6927 0.7201 0.9167 0.9018
25 dB 0.7609 0.7891 0.5852 0.6239 0.7742 0.7601

where βn
u =

∑K
k=1 ∆k

n,u indicates the allocated resources
to user u. The fairness indexes are reported in Table 2.
We can notice that the Shapley value with power control
gives the highest fairness, thanks to the strategic con-
straints that avoid penalizing femtocells presenting high
interference degree and those with lower demands (as
will be shown in Figs. 3 and 4). On the other hand, the
performance of Nucleolus PC is slightly lower than the
QP-FCRA approach, but remains far better than the case
with uniformly distributed power as well as DRAPM.

(ii) Fig. 3 further investigates how femtocell interfer-
ence degree is taken into account, illustrating the mean
normalized throughput as a function of the interference

degree (that corresponds to the cardinality of its interfer-
ence set) for both interference levels. This is interesting
to determine if high interfering femtocells are penalized
with respect to low interfering ones. We can observe that:

• Globally, the legacy cooperative game without vari-
able transmission power levels (i.e., Shapley UP
and Nucleolus UP) appear as the less performant
solutions.

• The Nucleolus PC behaves similarly to QP-FCRA,
especially in the 25 dB SINR threshold case, since
their objective is almost the same: to minimize the
worst case scenario.

• The Shapley PC persistently outperforms the other
methods, with relevant differences at high in-
terference degrees. Indeed, it shows a through-
put increase of approximately 22% and 12% than
QP-FCRA in low and high interference level, re-
spectively. Compared to DRAPM, these gains are
reduced to 20% and 5%, respectively.
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TABLE 3
Mean Spectrum Spatial Reuse

SINR Nucle. PC Shap. PC Nucle. UP Shap. UP QP-FCRA DRAPM

10 dB 0.4492 0.4828 0.4147 0.4100 0.4610 0.44
25 dB 0.401 0.4533 0.2836 0.2801 0.4107 0.3901

It is appropriate to conclude that the interference
degree is taken into account in a significantly different
way with Shapley PC, showing an interesting fairness
performance, especially desirable for urban dense envi-
ronments.

(iii) In order to assess how the allocated resources are
affected by the demand volume, Fig. 4 plots the through-
put as a function of user demands. Globally, DRAPM
shows a roughly constant behavior, which implies that
its resource allocation is done irrespectively of the user
demands. On the other hand, game-theoretic approaches
decrease with growing demands. This is more clearly
shown in the high interference case [see Fig. 4(b)]. In par-
ticular, the Shapley PC favors low demands significantly
more than the Nucleolus PC. This may be interpreted
as unfair to high demands. However, from a network
management standpoint, it is a positive behavior as the
Shapley PC can discourage too greedy demands at the
benefit of lower “normal” demands.

5.3 Spectrum Spatial Reuse analysis
Table 3 reports the spectrum spatial reuse (SSR) of all
approaches. Note that SSR denotes the average portion
of FAPs using the same tile within the network, and can
be expressed as follows:

SSR =
1

N ×K

K∑
k=1

∑
u∈Un

∑
Fn∈F

∆k
n,u (7)

The more a tile is reused, the better is the performance.
This is clearly shown in Table 3, where Shapley PC
enhances the tiles reuse by a factor of 1.104, 1.162,
and 1.618, compared to QP-FCRA, DRAPM, and game
theoretic approaches with uniformly distributed power,
respectively, in the 25 dB SINR threshold case. These
factors decrease down to 1.048, 1.098, and 1.177, respec-
tively, in low interference level. These results confirm our
previous observations.

5.4 Transmit Power analysis
Figs. 5 and 6 respectively show the transmit power per
user as a function of user demands and the distance
to the served FAP in both SINR threshold cases. We
can here appreciate how much the strategic constraints
in game-theoretic approaches with power control con-
tribute to reducing the allocated transmit power, while
achieving higher throughputs, as shown in previous
figures. In particular, we can observe that:
• At low demands and low interference level [see

Fig. 5(a)], almost all schemes use the same average
transmit power.
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Fig. 5. Transmit power per user as a function of user
demands.

• The gain of both Shapley PC and Nucleolus PC
over the other schemes is more significant in higher
demands.

• Globally, the transmit power increases with the user’
demands as well as with the distance to the served
FAP for all schemes. This is simply because users
far away from their FAP need more power to reach
them, and users with higher demands need more
resources to satisfy them, so that more transmit
power is needed.

• From Fig. 6, two zones within the FAP coverage
can be defined: an inner zone, where the distance
between a user and its served FAP is lower than
7 meters, and an outer zone, where the distance to
the served FAP is greater than 7 meters. In the
inner zone, the transmit power for all schemes is
almost constant and the benefit of femtocells co-
operation is not significant, since interference effect
from neighboring FAPs appears to be negligible in
that zone. On the other hand, in the outer zone
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Fig. 6. Transmit power per user as a function of the distance.
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Fig. 7. Transmit power per tile.

(i.e., femtocell border), game-theoretic approaches
with power control (i.e., the Shapley PC and the
Nucleolus PC) clearly contribute to reducing the
allocated transmit power to avoid interference with
the neighboring FAPs.

It seems appropriate to conclude that the benefit of
femtocells cooperation for resource and power allocation
is more significant for users with higher throughput
demands and located in the outer zone (i.e., femtocell
border).

To further show the benefit of our game theoretic
approaches, we plot in Fig. 7 the transmit power per
tile in both interference levels. The Shapley UP and
Nucleolus UP are omitted from this figure, since their
transmit powers are constant over the 100 available tiles.
We can observe that both Shapley PC and Nucleolus PC
almost use the minimum transmit power per tile. This
is more clearly shown on Fig. 7(a), where the transmit

power per tile lies between 0.14 and 0.18 mW most of
the cases in low interference level, compared to the semi-
centralized and distributed approaches, which often use
a transmit power per tile higher than 0.2 mW .

5.5 Computation time analysis

Finally, Table 4 reports the computation time of all
schemes. We can observe that, our game-theoretic ap-
proaches with power control need a little bit more time
to assign strategically resources and transmit power to
users, compared to the other schemes. In particular, the
Nucleolus shows lower time complexity compared to the
Shapley value. In addition, a stronger dependence on
the interference level (higher for the high interference
level) appears especially for the Shapley value, which is
not surprising since the number of marginal contribution
is the factorial of the interfering set size. In turn, the
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TABLE 4
Average Computation Time (in Seconds)

SINR Nucle. PC Shap. PC Nucle. UP Shap. UP QP-FCRA DRAPM

10 dB 1.9401 2.147 0.62 1.08 1.204 1.20
25 dB 2.6486 2.718 0.8600 2.320 2.549 2.1

Nucleolus and more precisely the Nucleolus UP does
not show any important dependence on the interference
level, with an average computation time of less than 1s
in both low and high interference cases.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach
based on cooperative game theory to address the prob-
lem of interference mitigation in femtocell networks.
Specifically, we presented a game-theoretic approach for
strategic resource and power allocation in cooperative
femtocell OFDMA networks. Upon detection of interfer-
ence maps, the proposed approach iterates operations
research games from the largest interference set with
highest demand to the lower sets. Within each iteration,
femtocells’ demands are first rescaled by performing
local optimizations within the formed strategic coali-
tions, then a global optimization problem using the
rescaled demands as input is solved to assign resources
as well as transmit power to femto users. We adopted
solutions from coalitional game theory, the Nucleolus
and the Shapley value, and analyzed the performance
of the developed schemes. Compared to three alternative
solutions, one based on legacy cooperative game with-
out variable transmission power levels, and two others
based respectively on semi-centralized and distributed
computations, our proposed approach achieves better
performance. In particular, the Shapley value solution
with power control is strictly superior to all the others
in terms of throughput, fairness, spectrum spatial reuse,
and transmit power. However, it comes at the expense
of a slightly higher time complexity. In addition, we
showed that the benefit of such cooperation is more
significant for users with higher throughput demands
and located in the outer zone (i.e., femtocell border).
This approach represents therefore a promising solution
for resource and power allocation in future femtocell
network deployments.
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